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1.An environment consists of many Linux servers running on z Systems where manual configuration for
capacity reporting is necessary.
Which action should the Administrator take?
A. Run the IBM PVU Subcapacity report and recalculate
B. Run the Data Import for z Systems capacity reporting
C. Take Action on the Configure Capacity Fixlet on relevant computers
D. Take Action on the Create Capacity Configuration for Linux on z Systems Task
Answer: C
2.An Administrator is receiving messages that the status of a number of endpoints shows as “Not
Reported.” The Administrator can ping these endpoints successfully.
What is the cause of this problem?
A. The endpoints are offline.
B. The endpoint logfile size has been exceeded.
C. There are no more sockets available on a Relay.
D. There are no more buffers available on a Root Server.
Answer: A
3.An IBM License Metric Tool Administrator is using the manual process to update the Software Catalog
on all endpoints. The Administrator has already uploaded the new Software Catalog to the LMT Server,
and the data import has completed successfully.
What is the next step the Administrator needs to perform?
A. Execute the Task: “Software Catalog Update”
B. Obtain the Catalog Download Fixlet from the LMT Server
C. Upload the “catalog_download.bes” file the BigFix Console
D. Download and distribute the IBMSoftwareCatalog.zip file to all endpoints
Answer: A
4.An Administrator is planning the infrastructure to support the IBM BigFix Platform and needs to decide
on the placement of the Relays. There is only one BigFix Server which also contains the database.
What are two main considerations for this to be accomplished? (Choose two.)
A. Number of outstanding user requests
B. Time allotted for client file downloads
C. Number of endpoints that will be offline
D. Number of connected clients downloading files
E. Distance between the endpoints and the server
Answer: D,E
5.An IBM BigFix Inventory Administrator is planning to install the BigFix Inventory application in a Linux
environment. The Administrator must use all of the possible default ports.
Which default ports will be used?
A. 1433 and 52311
B. 9081 and 52311
C. 1433. 9081, and 52311
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D. 9081, 50000, and 52311
Answer: B
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